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Rooctly Ben.Z0 (1966) hae obtained the. exaet analytieal lotion ol the 
Siiirodmger equation wjtli a comjDlox potential of tlio form
69
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foi «-wave neutrons and has given the explicit expression for the S„-inatrix element 
as
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F  denoting hyporgeometric functions and k being the wave ninnbor,
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E„ ~  neutron energy
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... (4a) 
... (4b)
In the above potential the first part represents the usual Woods-Saxon poi^ en- 
tial and the second part corresponds to its dorivjitive We shall utilise tlic above
p
results for the cahnilation of the A'-wave neutron strength function ~  (the ratio'of
the average neutron width to the average ItiveJ spacing) and the potential scatter­
ing radius B' using the same form of neutron-nucleus potential with Fi =  0. 
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for kB' <  <1
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the strength fun(;tion normalised to 1 ev is given by
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where is the value of k for 1 ov neutron. 
Now
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where dasli denotes differentiation v^itli rotjjjeot to k 
We not-o that
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where m  =  2  log r(;:)
Using (10) and (11) and the relation (1040)
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y  =  Euler’s constant and A„ is the value of A at fc =- 0. Our expression is syin- 
metric witli respect to i  A /t and 1—//- Separating (12) into real and imaginary
parts we get the expressions and R' corresponding to a nuclear poten­
tial with both volume and surface absorption as follows 
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For Woods-Saxon potential without surface absorption we put /a =  0 in (12). 
Further taking the limit a—> 0, wo have for the square well ease
=  -2«je+— tan pR (15)
where r = [  p - ( r „ + i i r .) (16)
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where pR =  X^-\-iX^
Tlio expression (17) for is identical with the analytic form given by Feshbach
et al (1954). The detailed comparison of thooreticial and experimental results is 
in progress.
We are thankful to Professor D. Basu for his helpful discussions.
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